Everbrite LCD OrderRite™ Order
Confirmation System
Version 4.0 Monolith Electronics Insert Replacement
Procedures 4/11/2003
Step 1.

Make sure power is turned off to the unit. The Illuminated switch
should be turned off and not illuminated.

Step 2.

Remove the 11 fasteners holding the back on to the unit. Retain
screws for replacing back when finished
Note: Before replacing back when finished, make sure there are
no tools, extra parts or packing are lying on fans or in cabinet.

Step 3

Tilt the internal enclosure down. Internal enclosure is supported by 2
pressurized gas shocks to hold the enclosure in place and reduce
the weight.
Note: when lifting internal enclosure back into place, hold unit
from being forced forward too fast.

Step 4

.

Release the 4 stainless steel face retainers
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Step 5 Using caution not to twist the frame, lift off the face using the aluminum
frame (may be tight) and leaving the ground strap in place, flip over the
face so the holes in the frame can hang on the stainless steel face
retainers.

Step 6 Lift out the electronics insert and remove the old compact flash. Insert
the new compact flash into the slot on the computer.

Step 7 Remove and retain the 2 white desiccant pouches

Step 9 Slide electronics insert into tracks

Step 11 Important

- Remove new desiccants from
protective pouch and insert one on each side
of new electronics insert.

Step 12 Work backwards from step 5 until completed
Back Of Electronics Insert

Step 13 Boot up unit to test new electronics are working and displaying orders
Computer

Step 14 Repack old Compact Flash and old desiccant pouches into shipping
box for return to Everbrite.
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Any Questions contact Everbrite Tech Support toll free at 1-888-877-3092
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